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“You mean, the only thing between me
and certain death is chemistry?”
By Craig Sergeant

I have always loved watching NOVA! It
is the only program I have recorded in
order to make sure I have its episodes always readily available to watch at some
appropriate time. Fortunately, my
young daughter also often enjoys science-related programs and topics, and
so it was with great joy that we encountered Beyond the Elements – Indestructible, hosted by the very charismatic
David Pogue, a science writer and CBS
correspondent, as part of a major threepart NOVA television series that aired on
PBS last month.
When he uttered the line, “You mean,
the only thing between me and certain
death is chemistry?”, during the introduction to the show, I was thereafter
thrilled and captivated, and so was my
daughter. Better yet, in one part of the
second episode, we saw Malika JeffriesEL, professor at Boston University and
NESACS Councilor, doing classic polymer experiments with David in the lab.
It certainly brought back memories to
watch them do the Nylon Rope Trick.
In my experience, it’s a very cool experiment, but not the best for yield. During
the polymer lab class I was in, we re-

sorted to the blender method to increase
yield. Sadly, someone forgot to hold
down the lid of the blender for the next
turn! What a mess to clean up afterwards!!

who wasn’t white or male.” Being in the
series, Jeffries-EL said, gave her the
chance “to be that person who inspires
others and helps them realize that there
is a place for them in science too.”

Getting back to Prof. Jeffries-EL, she
was interviewed by C&EN (posted on
Feb. 7, 2021) and said, “As a girl, I
watched NOVA and it certainly fueled an
interest in science. I can also recall the
rare times I ever saw a scientist on TV

I definitely recommend that you watch
the three episodes. Exploding glass,
driving racecars, and dropping pumpkins from several stories high, David
Pogue has an immense amount of fun
with all kinds of unexpectedly chemistry-related topics. I certainly wish I
could have been there to do all the things
he did, a sentiment I rarely have when
watching people on TV or online. Although, I probably would have passed
on the chili-eating contest as shown in
the Reactions episode, which seems to
be a very painful way to win a prize.

Science as a
Diplomatic Tool
Wednesday, March 10th
11am-12pm ET
Click Here to Register for this free webinar!
Join Zafra Lerman of Malta Conferences Foundation, Peter Hotchkiss of the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, and Vaughan Turekian of the
National Academies' Policy and Global Affairs Division as they discuss how diplomacy can be promoted through science and how your work contributes to science
diplomacy. This ACS Webinar features Peter Hotchkiss of OPCW, Vaughn of NAS,
and Zafra Lerman of Malta Conferences Foundation, is moderated by Lori Brown
of the American Chemical Society, and co-produced with ACS External Affairs &
Communications. u
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In case you missed these episodes of
NOVA, the episodes are available for
streaming on the web.
Episode 1 – Reactions:
<https://www.wgbh.org/program/nova/
beyond-the-elements-reactions>
Episode 2 – Indestructible:
<https://www.wgbh.org/program/nova/
beyond-the-elements-indestructible>
Episode 3 – Life:
<https://www.wgbh.org/program/nova/
beyond-the-elements-life> u
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Updates to ACS
Strategic Plan
Industry Matters Newsletter January 28, 2021
H. N. Cheng

The new year begins as the
previous year ended: under
challenging circumstances.
However, 2021 brings hope for better
times ahead. With that in mind, the ACS
Board of Directors approved some important changes to the ACS Strategic
Plan that will strengthen the Society’s
commitment to creating a more diverse
and inclusive chemistry enterprise,
something that is important and essential to continued growth and innovation
of the chemistry enterprise.

The ACS Board voted to
modify our existing core value
of “Diversity, Inclusion and
Respect” to include Equity.
The revised core value, “Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Respect” (DEIR),
better captures our belief in diversity in
all its forms. In order to meet the global
challenges facing us today and advance
chemistry, we need to be more inclusive
and respectful of people of all backgrounds, perspectives, experiences and
ideas.
This important update ensures that we
will work to promote equity in the
chemistry enterprise. The ACS Board
also voted to adopt a new goal for the

ACS Strategic Plan. “Goal 5: Embrace
and Advance Inclusion in Chemistry”
aims to promote diversity, equity, inclusion and respect; identify and dismantle
barriers to success; and create a welcoming and supportive environment so
that all ACS members, employees and
volunteers can thrive.
ACS President H. N. Cheng encourages
you to take some time to review both the
revised DEIR core value and the new
Goal 5 posted here; and he hopes you
will share his commitment to work toward achieving the ACS vision: “Improving all people’s lives through the
transforming power of chemistry.
Learn more about him and his presidential priorities by reading his C&EN interview here that appeared in the
January 4 issue of the magazine. As the
article notes, he is looking forward to
collaborating with all of you to benefit
chemistry and enhance its growth. What
role will you play in shaping the future
of chemistry? If you have ideas or
thoughts that you would like to share
with him, please reach out to him anytime at h.cheng@acs.org. If you have
questions about the new strategic plan,
please email strategy@acs.org. The link
for viewing this article online is here. u

“I am among those who think that science
has great beauty.”
-Marie Curie
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Biography:

The 1,002nd Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the
American Chemical Society

At home chemical experimentation for Chemical
Engineering students in the time of the Sars-CoV-2:
a collage of electrochemistry, statistics, UV-Spectrophotometry,
caffeine, particles, glucose, kinetics, and mass transfer.

Thursday – March 11th, 2021
4:30 pm
By: Aaron Moment
Professor of Practice in Chemical Engineering
at Columbia University
4:30 - 5:45 March Board meeting
5:45 - 6:30 Break for dinner
6:30 - 7:00 Virtual Networking
7:00

Lecture by Prof. Aaron Moment

Zoom Link

https://american-chemical-society.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZEvc--rrzst
GtZcl_On9952g3OgoXy5j2RF u

Aaron Moment is currently a Professor
of Practice in Chemical Engineering at
Columbia University, where he teaches
core curriculum, electives related to
pharmaceutical production technology,
and maintains research interests in manufacturing and analytical technology for
the fine chemical and pharmaceutical industry. Prior to joining Columbia, he
worked for many years in industry at
both Merck & Co., and DuPont Pharmaceuticals on chemical process development and commercialization projects.
Within industry, Aaron led teams in
process modeling, process analytical
technology, and process development,
and participated in several commercial
projects. He earned a PhD in Chemical
Engineering from MIT, in 2000 under
the direction of Paula Hammond, and a
MS in Chemical Engineering from RPI
in 1994. u

Abstract:
In March of 2020 many universities
adopted a remote learning format in response to the world wide Sars-Cov-2
outbreak, that has continued until the
present time. Although laboratory
courses have adapted in various ways,
we found that students respond well to
hands-on experiments conducted at
home using kits and manuals that were
developed specifically for this purpose.
Many students expressed excitement
and a high level of engagement upon receipt of a customized lab kit provided
for them. With the advent of the smart
phone and also inexpensive and reliable
distribution of traditional supplies (e.g.
scales, pipettes) through on-line market-

places, this approach can be accessible,
cost-effective, and fun. Students continue to work in lab-groups in this way,
turn in traditional lab reports, and are supervised during traditionally timed laboratory sessions within their lab groups.
We will illustrate several examples in
this talk, currently running through Columbia Chemical Engineering, that tie
together statistics, UV-VIS Spectrophotometry, coffee making, glucose quantitation, mass transfer correlations, and
tablet disintegration. We plan to discuss
details of these, as well as future improvements and directions for the athome experimental approaches. u

For late breaking news, job postings
and the latest meeting and event
information please visit us at

WWW.NESACS.ORG
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ACS Fellows Registration for ACS Spring
Nominations 2021 is Open!
Open through
April 1
Recognize an ACS member’s outstanding contributions to science and the profession, as well as their exemplary
service to ACS by nominating them to
be an ACS Fellow! The ACS Fellows
Program recognizes members of the
ACS for excellence and leadership in
both of two areas: (1) science, the profession, education, and/or management,
and (2) volunteer service in the ACS
community. National Committees,
Local Sections, Divisions, International
Chemical Sciences Chapters, and individual members may all submit nominations for ACS Fellows online. Visit
the ACS Fellows page on acs.org for
complete nomination details, and please
e-mail any questions to fellows@
acs.org. Nominations for ACS Fellows
close April 1 – nominate today!
Nominations Open through April 1 u

Register and join the global chemistry
community for ACS Spring 2021 with
the theme, Macromolecular Chemistry:
The Second Century at the core of programming. If you haven't had a chance
to attend an ACS Meeting & Exposition,
now is the time!

• Participate in up to 4,000 hours of live
oral technical presentations, poster
presentations, April 5-16.
• Virtual networking events will allow
attendees to use chat and messaging
features and video rooms to connect
with their peers, share ideas, and meet
fellow chemical professionals from
across the globe during the virtual networking events, April 17-30.
• Some events are too good to miss!
Join us for the phenomenal talks
planned for the Opening Session and
Kavli Lecture Series.
• ACS Spring 2021 will also host
awards ceremonies honoring you and
your colleagues.

Live virtual technical sessions will take
place April 5-16, followed by two weeks
of on-demand technical sessions and
networking events, April 17-30, a
month's worth of programming, at an affordable cost! Visit the website for the
latest information regarding the meeting
schedule, networking opportunities,
events, and more.
Registration for ACS Spring 2021 is
Open! u

For late breaking news, job postings
and the latest meeting and event
information please visit us at

WWW.NESACS.ORG

Your one-stop source to career-related
links in the Chemical Sciences

WWW.NESACS.ORG/CAREERS
6
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Chemist to Lawyer –
Part Two
Reflections of a retiree
By Gene Holt, Photos courtesy of Gene Holt

Toward Law School
I had long been interested in law in general and, over time at
ER&E, especially environmental law. After various interactions with regulatory agencies, I decided it would be helpful
to have both legal and scientific training in one head. With tuition assistance from the company, I set out on a four-year program at New York Law School, followed by my passing of the
dreaded Bar Exam and induction into the New York State Bar.
I did not, however, join the legal department at ER&E; instead,
I continued my work on the technical aspects of environmental
issues. Among them was leading air pollution and water pollution technical committees of the American Petroleum Institute, and working with the New Jersey Research Council on
issues of toxic waste disposal from research laboratories. This
was triggered by a proposal of the New Jersey legislature to
include research laboratories in hazardous waste regulation.
My final assignment at ER&E was with a newly formed Environmental Affairs Program, for which I reported to the Executive Vice-President. As a Senior Staff Advisor, I handled
such matters as spearheading a complete environmental audit
of the company’s operations at the Linden site. We also kept
ER&E management and the parent company informed of various environmental developments in the U.S. One example
was keeping abreast of environmental laws such as the Toxic
Substances Control Act. Part of the job involved coordination
with the staff of Exxon’s Environmental Health Laboratory
(the parent company had changed its name to Exxon Corporation in 1972). This unit was staffed by toxicologists, epidemiologists, and industrial hygienists. What I learned from
this association turned out to be of great importance in my
later legal activities.
One development during my years at ER&E worthy of mention, although I was not involved, turned out to be very ironic.
A chemist, Stan Wittingham, studying the intercalation of Li,
developed the first rechargeable Li-ion battery. He was
awarded a patent for the device, which was assigned to the
company. However, it remained for others to develop the commercial batteries of today. Thus, the invention, which will
some day render gasoline-powered automobiles obsolete, was
created in the laboratory of a major producer of gasoline. (Dr.
Wittingham was awarded the Nobel Prize in 2019 for this
work). This is analogous to the invention of the digital camera
by an Eastman Kodak researcher!

In 1986, with the “obscene profits” of the 1970’s ebbing,
ER&E was required to downsize; among the casualties was
the office of Executive Vice-President. The company offered
generous retirement benefits to those over 50, including, for
purposes of calculating accrued pension benefits, five additional years of age and of service, health and dental insurance
continuation, and a lump sum payment for support during the
transition. I accepted the package and, with office facilities
and consultant access from the company, began the search for
my new career. I did not wish, contrary to expectations, to become a patent attorney. With nine patents to my name, I felt it
would be frustrating to work on other people’s inventions.

Lawyer
I quickly located a law firm in Manhattan with an active environmental practice. One interview, and I was on board. One
of my first assignments involved a major oil release from a
large petroleum tank farm. The client was a consortium of
some 30 insurance companies. They had wished to write pollution liability coverage, but were concerned about the many
unknown risks. So, they banded together to offer one type of
policy, with the members sharing the premiums and the risks.
One of the storage tanks had leaked gasoline into the ground,
with the product leaching through the soil until it reached the
water table, at which point it formed a plume on the surface
of the water and flowed from the point of release for several
hundred feet. (At this point, I had regretted not pursuing the
geology course in college). However, I hired an environmental
control firm and had them determine the extent of the plume.
Then, drawing on my experience from the lead phase-down
of the previous decade, I had them determine the lead content
at the head of the plume. The result clearly showed that the
leak must have begun prior to the inception of the tank farm’s
policy. Since the policy clearly stated that it covered only pollution incidents beginning during the policy period, my client
was very pleased that this determination could save them millions of dollars in cleanup costs.
However, unfortunately, my client soon found out that the broker who had sold the policy to the facility had informed the
insured that, contrary to the policy terms, the policy would
cover such a release if it was discovered during the policy period, which it had been. Since the broker had been designated
continued on page 8
The Nucleus March 2021
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Chemist to Lawyer
Continued from page 7

as an agent of the insurer, it was bound by the broker’s representations and had to cover the cleanup costs of the leak up to
the five million dollar limit of the policy.
Despite their disappointment, the consortium’s Chairman and
President were impressed by my handling of the matter. They
appointed me national counsel to handle all of their pollution
claims, explaining that their choice was influenced by my familiarity with the petroleum industry. The claims amounted
to 2,000 over the next ten years and required me to form a
large group composed of geologists, insurance claim specialists, and lawyers. In order to conform to New York regulations,
I took an exam and qualified as a licensed claims adjuster. The
assignment also led directly to my being made a partner in the
law firm.
It was our job to examine claims for eligibility of coverage; if
a claim were eligible, we would oversee the cleanup of the affected site. In cases where coverage was denied, we chose and
cooperated with local counsel to defend any law suits seeking
coverage from the consortium. Over the ten-year span, we also
acquired as clients the petroleum spill fund of a state insurance
department and a trade association of manufacturers of steel
tanks used for petroleum storage. By the tenth year of the program, the consortium had stopped selling underground storage
tank leak policies and our participation in the program ended.
At this point, I turned my attention toward representing the
firm’s major client, one of the world’s largest insurers. The
company’s portfolio of insureds included most of the world’s
major pharmaceutical, chemical, and industrial companies.
Many of the insurance claims made by these insureds involved
technical issues, and I spent much of the rest of my career involved in such claims.
Many of the claims involved the adverse effects of drugs. Affected patients would sue the manufacturers, who in turn
sought coverage for costs of defense and indemnification of
the actions from our client. I was designated as national counsel by our client, which involved determining if a claim was
covered by the manufacturer’s policy, preparing reports on the
issues involved, and monitoring the progress of the underlying
actions against the drug manufacturer. Additionally, if, in the
case of denial of the claim, the drug maker filed an action
against our client seeking coverage, we coordinated with local
counsel in defense of the action. Over the years, I was involved with dozens of pharmaceuticals, alphabetically from
amiodarone to Vioxx. Notable matters involved Oxycontin,
Fen-phen diet drugs, hormone replacement therapy, latex allergy, diacetyl and the causation of “popcorn lung,” and the
possible association of the MMR vaccine or Thimerosal with
autism. In the course of these efforts I not only learned some
things about medicine and pharmaceuticals, and was able to
utilize my earlier exposure to toxicology at Exxon.
Other assignments for our client included advising on claims
from insureds, which manufactured a wide variety of indus8
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Gene Holt at the Law Office

trial products. Again, my technical background proved valuable in the evaluation of such claims, and in advising underwriters about potential risks of the processes and products of
many potential insureds. In addition, because of my background, I was asked to follow and keep the insurer informed
of developments in new areas such as nanotechnology.
Another area of great interest to our client was that of dietary
supplements, since it insured many companies producing
these products. The FDA does not regulate these substances,
unlike prescription drugs; the industry had lobbied Congress
successfully to avoid such regulation. The FDA can only intercede when there is clear evidence of harm from a product,
or if the manufacturer claims the product can cure a disease
or adds an FDA regulated substance to its formulation. This
gives the makers of dietary supplements wide latitude in what
they produce. Many of the products contain exotic herbs about
which little is known. I was tasked with researching the various substances in current and prospective insureds’ products.
I eventually developed an extensive list of potentially harmful
substances to be avoided by the underwriters. My prior work
with Exxon toxicologists was also extremely useful in this assignment.
When legal issues arose over the relative responsibilities of
branded and generic drug makers for drug label changes, I
was asked by our client to prepare a tutorial for its in-house
lawyers in light of the contradictory mandates of federal and
state laws and regulations. My course on the subject, in which
we discussed the various legal decisions on the issue, qualified
for Continuing Legal Education credit for the attendees and
for me as the author.
I was also asked to speak to a trade association of major industrial companies which had arranged for cost pooling of
evaluations of the various facilities handling their toxic wastes.
I presented discussions of pollution liability insurance policies
at several national meetings, having been recommended to the
group by a former colleague at ER&E who had established a
toxic waste consultancy.
continued on page 9

Chemist to Lawyer
Continued from page 8

In addition, I also handled some other interesting and complex
matters for other insurers and for individual companies. One
of these cases stemmed from the collapse and flooding of the
largest salt mine in North America owned by a chemical company. Here again, a course in geology would have been useful.
However, I worked with a team of mining engineers and rock
mechanics (mining engineers with Ph.D. degrees). These were
among the most interesting consultants of the many I had
worked with in my career. The key issue was whether the collapse had been due to a non-insurable error in mine design, or
if it was truly an insurable accident. In the end, we were successful in recovering for the chemical company its nine-figure
policy limits from a European insurer.
I became involved in another matter because of my prior
knowledge of ants and formic acid. One of my partners asked
me why, when industrial buildings with metal roofs were
found to be corroded, inspectors would look for ants. I explained the relation of ants to formic acid, and the corrosiveness of the acid. It turned out, though, that the corrosion was
caused by leaching of phosphoric acid, a residue from the production of the foam insulation used for such buildings. I continued working on the matter, and, since corrosion is an
electrochemical reaction, found my prior work in electrochemistry helpful.
Another interesting matter involved employee fraud in regard
to Brazilian heavy sands processing. Titanium dioxide is the
most common mineral in the sands and, upon its removal, the
residue is enriched in zirconia, which is useful as a pigment
in ceramic tiles. My client, a foreign chemical company, operated a plant in Brazil for the conversion of these residues
into salable zirconia. However, it suspected one of the employees of having set up a dummy company, which bought
low-grade residues and sold them to his employer at the price
of high-grade residues. Unable to process this material, he
piled it up, while telling my client that he was developing a
process for their utilization. However, he apparently had neither the intention nor ability of doing so. After several trips to
the plant in Brazil, I was able to recover for my client the proceeds of the employee bond it held through its insurer.
A third such case involved health claims of 9/11 cleanup
workers. A university located close to the World Trade Center
contracted for the cleanup of its affected buildings. Many of
the workers alleged that they had developed mesothelioma,
asthma, gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), or, in some
cases both asthma and GERD, and brought suit against the
university. Before our firm was retained to handle the case,
we were interviewed by counsel for the university and a representative of their insurer. I prepared a slide show summarizing the “compounds of concern” identified by the EPA as
having spread through the area, as well as a tutorial on
mesothelioma. It was very well received and we were retained.
I consulted with an industrial health physician from Massachusetts General Hospital to assist me. Among other things,

he explained to me the connection of asthma and GERD. The
matter settled when the insurer agreed to provide the same relief as had been agreed upon in a larger settlement between
other 9/11 workers and the insurer for New York City.
These assignments provided education in geology and hydrology, corrosion and structural engineering, occupational health,
medicine, and pharmacology. Along the way of these and
many other assignments, I had the opportunity to work with
and learn from many interesting experts in varied fields. Because of my background, I was able to interact successfully
with them and earn their respect. It was one of the most rewarding aspects of my legal career.

Retiree
After 23 years at my law firm, I “retired” and relocated to
Massachusetts. However, I continued consulting on an ofcounsel basis for the firm and my long-term insurance company contacts. (One of the advantages of law was the
opportunity to continue working long after the usual retirement age mandated by most companies).
Unfortunately, the recession of 2008-09 resulted in very serious damage to the firm’s major client, forcing my former firm
to close. However, some of my partners moved elsewhere, and
continued to ask my help on technical issues. Among these
were the on-going cleanup of the lower Raritan River in New
Jersey, one of the most polluted waterways in the country, and
a deadly fire at Grenfell Tower, a public housing high-rise in
London, which killed 72 people as the result of the flammable
cladding that had been attached to the outside walls for insulation and beautification purposes.
Finally, in reviewing the past 60 years, and considering the
progress in fields like space travel, electronics and computing,
and molecular biology, I wonder if those of you active today
consider 1960 as somewhat quaint. I know, in 1960, when I
looked back at 1900, with no automobiles, airplanes, radio,
television, antibiotics and other important medications, and
without the enlightenment to come from scientists like Max
Planck and Albert Einstein about the physical world, I did consider that time as rather primitive. I wonder also what the
world of 2080 will think of our present time. u

“Science can flourish only in an atmosphere
of free speech.”
- Albert Einstein
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The Art of Mentorship
By Morton Z. Hoffman,
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry, Boston University
Recently, I attended a very interesting ACS webinar on “Using
the Science of Mentorship for Mentorship in Science,” in
which some approaches to optimize the effectiveness of mentorship were discussed. It made me think of my experience,
in which I was a mentor to undergraduate and graduate students in my classes and research lab, guided ACS Scholars
who were referred to me, and provided insights to professional
colleagues who were starting their careers. Indeed, as I reflected on the commitment of ACS to create a more diverse
and inclusive chemistry enterprise, I thought further about the
role mentoring plays as a catalyst to increase diversity and inclusion that will lead to the equity and respect we all want to
see in our profession.
Over the course of my 44-year active career at B.U., I often
heard newly appointed junior faculty colleagues (male or female) complain that there’s really no one to talk to about the
institutional culture, the departmental expectations for tenure,
or the proper balance between teaching and research. I heard
female postdoctoral research associates (not mine, of course!)
express concern about seeking a position at a research university because, “I don’t want to live my life like my (male) research director.” Female graduate students reflected about the
conflicts they have had with their (male or female) research
supervisor and within themselves (and/or their partners) as
they contemplate possible marriage and having children rather
than, as they are often told, “putting all the time you spent on
your education to good use.”

ality and nature of the senior faculty. They tend to lack knowledge about the local expectations of research, teaching, and
service for tenure, and an understanding in much depth about
the educational environment in which they will work. In the
back of their minds is an important uncertainty that could determine their futures: Whom can I trust? In many cases, mentoring is sorely needed for their personal peace of mind, as well
as their actual professional survival.
But, will those newly hired tenure-track assistant professors
seek out mentors, or will they avoid the opportunity? “Will I
appear as being weak, insecure, and unsure of myself if I seek
a mentor? Could other potential mentors get jealous if I choose
only one mentor?” Lurking in the back of their minds are the
concerns about how mentoring could affect the course of their
future careers, and how will they know if they are getting the
best advice. And then, of course, “Can ‘friendly’ become ‘too
friendly’?” “Whom can I trust?”

Without question, many people in academia, and, doubtlessly,
in industry as well, need a mentor who can be turned to for
trusted advice.

Over the years, I had heard many comments from tenured senior faculty, suggesting that the time and effort needed to mentor
newly hired colleagues wasn’t all that worthwhile. It has been
opined, “We are independent scholars within a loose federation,” and, “Your course is your castle; your research group,
your fiefdom.” For generations, young faculty members have
been advised, “Don’t spend any more time on your teaching
than you absolutely have to; just teach the course the way it
was taught to you,” and, “Research is not the most important
thing; it is the only thing!” After all, “What’s the big deal? I
was a newly hired tenure-track assistant professor (pick one:
10, 20, 30, 40) years ago, and I made it without any of this
mentoring stuff!”

So, what is a mentor and mentoring? The dictionary defines
a mentor as a wise and trusted counselor or teacher, or an influential senior sponsor or supporter; it is synonymous with
advisor, guide, and preceptor. Interestingly, the origin of the
word “mentor” is from the Greek “Μέντωρ,” who was a
friend of Odysseus in Homer’s Odyssey. “Mentoring” is simply the act of being a mentor, or, in particular, placing a junior
staff member into the care of a more experienced person.

As far as mentors are concerned, they get a great deal out of
mentoring their mentees, most of all good feelings about helping young colleagues navigate (successfully, we hope) through
the hoops and hurdles of academia. In a broader sense, this
enhanced learning about another person re-enforces the belief
in the importance of contributing to the humanizing experience
within the department and the institution. At a minimum, it
results in the development of a trusted and trusting friendship.

We all encounter mentors throughout our lives: teachers,
clergy, research supervisors, older colleagues, and in general,
those more experienced than ourselves. And, let us not forget
the most formative mentors we will ever have – our own parents.

My experience being a mentor over the years leads me to a
few general observations: Everyone needs a mentor, but many
people are reluctant, and even afraid, to reach out. I must say,
however, that women are much more willing to seek a mentor
than are men; it seems that men just don’t like to ask for directions, even when hopelessly lost!

Consider the situation of a newly hired tenure-track assistant
professor, who joins the faculty with postdoctoral research experience but no previous teaching experience beyond having
been a graduate teaching assistant. In general, these new faculty members are quite ignorant of the history and culture of
the department or the institution, and, in particular, the person-

The ACS webinar noted that while the informal dyadic (oneon-one) system of mentoring is generally beneficial, its institutionalization with larger groups of mentors and mentees may
be more effective in the promotion of a greater diversity of
ideas. One can visualize the establishment of mentoring
continued on page 11
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Interview with Pfizer’s Katherine Lee
A Chat with Katherine Lee, Chair of the Board of Publications
1. What is one area where universities are highly successful
in preparing chemists for employment in the pharma industry? And what is one area where universities can improve?
I believe that colleges and universities are highly successful
in building a foundation in terms of technical knowledge for
chemists. On top of formal education, universities and colleges provide chemists with important experiences that go beyond what we learn in classes: many years later, I reflect on
how I acquired resilience (because independent research is
challenging and so many of my reactions failed), confidence
(I will admit that even in graduate school, I was reluctant
speak up for fear of saying something wrong), and teaching
skills (being a TA made me a better communicator, and mentoring an undergraduate researcher required a lot of time and
attention, but was extremely rewarding).
These experiences helped to prepare me for a career in the
pharmaceutical industry, where we apply our technical expertise to meaty problems with the goal of discovering new medicines to improve patients’ lives. I would argue that such skills
and experiences would be applicable to any career, and not
only jobs in the pharmaceutical industry.
In my opinion, universities could do a better job illustrating
to chemistry students the breadth of rewarding career choices
we have. When I was in graduate school and doing my postdoc in the nineties, I sensed that the “best” people went into
academia and landed jobs as professors at major research universities. Going into industry was perhaps a more practical
and less coveted choice. My friends include fellow chemistry
majors and PhDs who are happily employed as patent lawyers,
medical doctors, technical salespeople, entrepreneurs, project
managers, business development leads, accountants, and
more. May I put in a plug? I highly recommend the ACS College to Career website for people who would like to learn
about some of the many potential careers for chemists.
2. For those of us not in the business of drug design, can you
give us a better sense of just how difficult this can be?

The Art of Mentorship
Continued from page 10

groups within an academic department or other subsets of the
institution. Certainly, the local professional community, such
as NESACS, with its committees and groups of younger
chemists, women, senior chemists, and chemists of color,
could be effective in providing mentoring for the good of all
its members.
To access the video of the ACS mentoring webinar, go to
<https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/acs-webinars/professional-development/mentoring-science.html>. u

This may sound flippant, but I will say it anyway: drug design
would be easy if we had a crystal ball that could tell us what
target to work on, what modality to use to try to find a potential drug for the target, how to find a starting point, how selective the drug should be, what the pharmacokinetic profile
of the drug should be, how much target coverage is needed,
and so on.
At the time that we nominate a compound as a potential drug,
we are stating that this chemical structure is what we are willing to invest in for further study to bring it to clinical trials.
Imagine if this were your own money: you’d be placing a
hefty bet. And the bets get bigger and bigger as the potential
drug progresses through clinical trials.
3. What does the nature of COVID-19 tell you, if anything,
about the prospects of such pandemics in the next ten
years?
Well, too bad I used up my crystal ball for the last question! I
would say that the COVID-19 pandemic has taught us a lot,
beyond what we learned from recent, and more distant pandemics. So many people have succumbed to COVID-19; I am
shocked and saddened. We are trying to figure out how to fight
this virus and manage risks in our day-to-day lives, at home,
at work, and so on. I would not be going out on a limb to say
that regardless of the prospects of such pandemics in the next
decade, we should be better prepared now.
4. In the May 9, 2020, issue of Chemical & Engineering
News, you wrote a comment on the many ways ACS can
help chemists grow in their careers. What inspired you to
write on that topic?
I’ll tackle this question in three parts. First, I think that for a
lot of chemists in college and graduate school, a looming
question is, “Will I be able to find a job?” And as we move
along in our careers, we may be asking questions such as,
“What do I want to do next?” or “How do I get promoted”?
or “What if I get laid off?”
Second, as I have volunteered more and more for the ACS, I
continue to learn about additional career resources that the
ACS offers. I thought that chances were good that if I didn’t
know about some of these resources, then other people didn’t,
either.
Finally, I am often asked what the value of ACS membership
is. The comment I wrote, with help from Tom Halleran and
John Katz, includes highlights of career resources that are exclusively for ACS members.
I hope that folks agree with these three reasons and find the
comment helpful.
5. Are you seeing improvement in the ability of women to
obtain positions in upper levels of management in the
continued on page 12
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Interview with Katherine Lee
Continued from page 11

pharma industry? And if so, what’s responsible? What else
can be done to accelerate progress in this area?
I am seeing some improvement in the number of women in
leadership positions in the pharmaceutical industry, and I believe that there is a lot more to be done here. For example, see
this report on Women in the Workplace from the HBA Gender
Parity Collaborative. It may be that people, who are in the position to make decisions on whom to place in upper levels of
management understand the value of gender parity and different kinds of diversity.
Changing the culture and mindset of an organization takes
time. I like the idea of raising diversity when we make decisions, and I think that having concrete guidance helps. In the
ACS Division of Organic Chemistry, for example, people who
submit a proposal for an organized symposium must answer
questions about the diversity of the potential speakers right in
the symposium proposal template.
6. More generally, what can pharma do to make the workplace more welcoming and rewarding for women and minorities?
I have many thoughts on what we can do to make the workplace more welcoming and rewarding for not only women and
minorities. I would broaden my response to address various
aspects of diversity, such as age, race, religion, country or ethnic origin, citizenship, language, sex, gender identity and expression, sexual orientation, disability, and economic class in
academic, industrial, and government workplaces.
For me, this goes beyond policies and intentions: this is about
our actions, our communications, and our decisions, and how
they are perceived. As a member of a leadership team at work,
I am conscious of the influence that I have, and I speak up
about considering diversity in our decision-making, for example, with regard to recruiting, project leadership opportunities, and so on.

has been very helpful for me to have a team of informal advisors to reach out to throughout my career, and I wanted to lend
a hand to some early career women.
8. What is the one personality trait that has been most instrumental in your career success?
I am naturally curious and am not afraid to ask questions or
share my opinions. On my first day of work at Wyeth, the head
of our chemistry group told me that no question was a dumb
question. That resonated with me. I continue to ask lots of
questions and encourage others to, as well.
9. How have your parents influenced your leadership style?
This is an interesting and personal question. I take after my
dad in that I like to have the spotlight on me (for example, I
love to give presentations) and thrive on positive feedback.
My mom has given me empathy, listening skills and creativity.
My mom and dad were easygoing in raising me and my sister;
we are both self-motivated.
What does this all have to do with my leadership style? I want
my teams to be successful, and I tend to lead in a positive and
upbeat manner. I realize that we are all different in what makes
us tick, and to understand what motivates people requires listening and asking the right questions. Also, I try not to take
myself too seriously, and I like to foster some fun at work.
10. In part, you are in the business of leading teams at Pfizer.
What makes for a successful leader of teams?
About a year and a half ago, I made the leap from being a Research Fellow in medicinal chemistry to become the Head of
Strategy and Operations for the Inflammation and Immunology Research Unit Pfizer. As a medicinal chemist, I led chemistry teams and project teams, and I supervised chemists. In
my current role, I lead a group that includes a chief of staff,
alliance manager, business manager, and administrative assistants, and we work with partners in biology, clinical chemistry,
large molecule drug discovery, safety, finance, business development, communications, and others.

Mary Boyd, who was Chair of the ACS Division of Organic
Chemistry when I was Chair-Elect, has been extremely inspirational to me as a proponent of diversity. I also act as a mentor to various people and strive to build relationships where
we can have honest and open conversations about navigating
different situations at work and advocating for ourselves.

To be a successful team leader, one has to demonstrate commitment to the team as a fellow team member, to get to know
the team members and treat people with respect, and to clearly
communicate objectives and decisions. I find also that it helps
to foster trust and camaraderie among the members of the
team. We should feel like we are working together rather than
performing a series of transactions.

7. What motivated you to serve as a mentor to early career
female scientists with the Healthcare Businesswomen’s
Association?

11. How has your volunteer work with the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society (NESACS) helped
you achieve greater success in your ‘day job’ at Pfizer?

I joined the Boston Chapter of the HBA to attend seminars on
some topics that sounded interesting and broaden my network
to include people in research as well as other functions in the
healthcare industry. I took part in the HBA mentorship program, first as a mentee, and found it to be a wonderful experience, well worth the time to gather monthly in a small group
to share our career goals and challenges. When I was approached to be a mentor, my answer was a resounding yes. It

Serving as an active volunteer in NESACS has helped me become a better leader. NESACS members are diverse in terms
of area of technical expertise, work affiliation, stage of career,
years of service to the section, areas of interest, geographic
location, as well as more personal characteristics; what we
have in common is that we serve our local section as volunteers.
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Dorothy Phillips
ACS Board of Directors, Director-at-Large, 2014-2022
Reprinted from Industry Matters Newsletter, July 30, 2020
Dr. Dorothy J. Phillips is serving her third term on the American Chemical Society (ACS) Board of Directors, Directorat-Large, 2014-2022. She holds a BA degree from Vanderbilt
University in chemistry and a PhD from the University of
Cincinnati in biochemistry. Dr. Phillips began her industrial
career in 1974 at Dow Chemical Company where she spent
nine years and received three patents. She joined Waters Corporation in R&D in 1984 and retired in 2013 as Director of
Strategic Marketing. She has published and/or presented over
70 papers that focus on high performance liquid chromatography technology and applications.
Dr. Phillips was honored by Vanderbilt University as a
member of its 2019 Trailblazers Class; she was the first
African American woman to receive an undergraduate degree
from the college of Arts and Sciences in 1967. Her commissioned portrait hangs in Kirkland Hall.
She is a co-editor and a co-author of a chapter in Responsible Conduct in Chemistry Research and Practice: Global
Perspectives that was published in 2018 as part of the ACS
symposium book series. Dr. Phillips is featured in African
American Women Chemists in the Modern Era by Jeannette
E. Brown (2018).
Other organization involvement includes National Organization for the Professional Advancement of Black Chemists
and Chemical Engineers (NOBCChE) and the AAAS Science
and Human Rights Coalition and its Steering Committee.
Her late husband, James Phillips, was a chemist and an
ACS volunteer. They have three adult children and grandchildren.
Few of our readers likely know that you were the first
African American woman to receive an undergraduate degree
in Arts and Sciences from Vanderbilt University (in 1967).

Interview with Katherine Lee
Continued from page 12

NESACS gave me the opportunity to have leadership experience before I had the same kind of experience in my ‘day job’
at Wyeth and then Pfizer. I chaired the Host Local Section
Committee then became a Councilor, and I was honored to
serve as Chair of the section; currently I chair the NESACS
Board of Publications.
Having responsibility for our budget, welcoming new members (and encouraging them to join committees!), putting into
place special initiatives, running monthly board meetings,
serving as the Program Chair and organizing monthly meetings, and doing a lot of work behind the scenes was all valuable experience that has helped me in my day job.
Volunteering for NESACS helped me to flex my influence and
organizational skills and become more comfortable making
difficult decisions and working with different people. u

Q: What do you recall as some of the bigger adjustments you
had to make to life at Vanderbilt?
Prior to going to Vanderbilt University, my education had
been in the segregated school system of Nashville, TN. All
my teachers and classmates were Afro Americans. I began my
college years at Tennessee State University (TSU) where in
the early 1960’s the students and teachers were predominately
people of color. I joined a sorority and had a boyfriend on
campus. I was enjoying the comradeship with classmates.
When I decided to go to the recently integrated Vanderbilt
University, the focus was on getting the education that would
put me in a better position to be admitted to its medical school.
Plus, a fellow chemistry major at TSU asked me to come with
him to Vanderbilt.
Once on Vanderbilt’s campus, reality set in. No one spoke
or gave warm greetings as I passed them. The first and major
adjustment was to an environment that did not embrace this
brown girl. It was rather lonely.
The second adjustment centered on the teachers of the
social sciences who had quite different views on cultural or
social issues than me. Being a pre-medicine and chemistry
major had its advantages over these classes because the answer was either right or wrong. I am stronger, my faith is
stronger, for I persevered with God’s help. Recently, I have
been honored by Vanderbilt University as a Trailblazer and
my picture is hanging in Kirkland Hall.
Q: How have your parents influenced your leadership style?
My father was a Sunday school leader, as well as the
school’s superintendent, before becoming a minister. When he
served in that role and later as a minister he always led from a
base of knowledge. He received an Associate degree in pastoring after being called to the ministry. He encouraged and considered a high priority that we got the best education available.
Hence, he supported my transferring to Vanderbilt University.
My mother led from her strength to gain consensus and
established relationships through her faith walk. She chaired
church and community organizations. My leadership style is
based on knowledge, a compassion for people, and my faith.
Q. What’s the one trait that has been most instrumental in
your career success?
I am an extremely competitive person. In school, I always
wanted to have the highest grades; thus, I would set out to do
better than the other high achievers in my classes, even if it
was my best friend. Thus, in my career I always strived to give
my best effort and to reach out to others or seek the information
that could close any gaps that hindered me from doing so.
I joined Waters with a background in large molecules,
such as protein analysis. However, Waters’ experience was in
small molecules or drug analysis. To be competitive for promotions and customer interactions, I needed to be skilled in
continued on page 14
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Continued from page 13

chromatography or separation science of small molecules.
Uwe Neue was a guru in chromatography of small molecules,
known worldwide for his work. He was my manager and my
mentor starting early in my career at Waters. I learned small
molecule analysis from him, and he in turn learned large molecule analysis from me. Thus, I was positioned to take projects
related to the key pharmaceutical business and advance my
career at Waters.
Q: Why are the first months in a new job so impactful to one’s
overall career success with a company
First impressions are lasting impressions. Your interest in
learning about the company, assignment, boss, and next steps
is often shown by asking the questions and taking leadership
in your small world. Those early relationships grow as you
move forward, and you become known as one to be trusted to
get the job done.
I made friends within my department, got to know my
customers in chemistry and instrumentation research and in
manufacturing. You could often find me walking the halls and
asking questions, living outside my cubicle, even accepting
the request to step in for a colleague who could not present at
a conference three months into my job at Waters. I formed
lasting relationships with several people that I met at that conference, even Waters’ field staff. Delivering my part and being
trusted and expected to do so in the first six to eight months,
plus having established mentors, was critical to my continuously moving up the ladder.
Q: You have written about the importance of joining external
organizations to advance one’s overall career development.
Why do you think that’s important? How has your association
with external organizations helped you?
Membership in external organizations enhances at least
two important soft skills, leadership, and the ability to maximize networking opportunities. I set a goal early in my time
at Waters to be the Director of R&D (a move later to Marketing changed that goal). I knew that I would need to demonstrate strong leadership ability to achieve this goal.
My roles as chair of committees, and eventually as chair
of the local section, followed by chair of a division in the
American Chemical Society (ACS) raised the level of my
leadership ability. In addition, through my participation in
NOBCChE, ACS and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, as well as
Fisk United Methodist Church, I expanded my network
greatly. I had links to aid in filling openings with qualified
staff and to organize forums with Waters customers. I was able
to link Waters and ACS through Project Seed and its national
awards sponsorships. Membership in external organizations
enhances your soft skills and expands your network or support
base. I did achieve my goal as a Director in the consumable
business.
Q: Why is identifying an effective mentor so valuable, particularly for early career industry chemists?
Each company has its own culture, and in many cases,
14
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politics. Learning or understanding the culture and politics is
not easy without having a person who has your interest at
heart, someone who wants to help you integrate into the company. A co-worker, Jeanne Li, was the first person to help me
understand what was expected of a scientist at Waters. She encouraged me to do all my work with the goal of having a publication in peer-reviewed or trade journals, or making an oral
or poster presentation at a conference. She would ask to be
my roommate at conferences like Pittcon to give me an opportunity to practice my talks. Yes, Jeanne mentored me in an
area that was important not only to my career at Waters, but
also in establishing me as a scientist in the separation sciences
community worldwide.
Q: What advice do you have for mid-career industry chemists
who want to maximize their value to their employers?
A high achieving industrial chemist would have set a pattern from his/her earliest days at the company of delivering a
project or task early or on time and being a team player, e.g.
a high achiever and reliable person. I was given the opportunity at mid-career to move from the technical side of the business to Marketing.
I had worked with the Marketing team by providing data
or collateral for product brochures and sales tools. I was
known in the United States and Europe by the sales forces in
the Chemistry Division from traveling with them to give seminars, technical support, and to visit customers.
Now my role would be a brand manager for a product
that I had helped develop. I would be contributing directly to
the bottom line by the sales of the products in my brand. I also
began to interact and report to upper management, Directors
and Vice Presidents. Fortunately, I exceeded my sales targets
and received the support of brand business managers in key
geographies.
In summary, the advice is to decide at the mid-career
point which path you will follow — scientific or nontechnical
management. Will you stay in your current path, or move to
the alternate ladder, to maximize your ability to be tied directly to the company’s bottom line or revenue generation?
Also, increase your interactions with upper management, from
Directors to those in the C suite. Do not leave behind your
mentors or others who have supported you during your career;
get their input and/or be on board with your plan or goal. From
my brand management role, I was promoted to Director, reporting to an Executive Vice-President.
Q: In their June 8 issue, Barron’s cited a McKinsey study that
revealed “U.S. and United Kingdom executive teams were
13% ethnic minorities in 2019, up from 7% in 2014, even
though nearly 40% of the U.S. is nonwhite.” What will it take,
in your view, to achieve more rapid progress in this area?
I do not have a quick answer but the current emphasis on
racial justice could be a step forward. While preparing for the
ACS Joint Board, Executive Staff and Diversity, Inclusion &
Respect Advisory Board Workshop earlier this year I read related articles. u

ACS Webinars
Did you know that you can get on-demand access to hundreds of edited ACS webinar video presentations
within the following categories?
COVID-19
The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
are going to be lasting for chemists and
the chemistry community. Learn what
scientists are doing to combat the virus
and how individuals can adapt to these
changing times.
Professional Development
Learn how to write better abstracts, deliver more engaging presentations, and
network to your next dream job. Brush
up on your soft skills and set a new career path by mastering what cannot be
taught in the classroom.
Technology and Innovation
From renewable fuels to the creation of
the materials for the technology of to-

morrow, chemistry plays a pivotal role
in our lives. Meet the chemists who are
building a better world, and see how
their science is making it happen.
Drug Design and Delivery
This series features presentations by the
top professionals in the field that explain
the mechanics of drug discovery. Discover their latest research, receive an
overview on different fields of study,
and gain insights about the forefront of
medicinal chemistry.
Culinary Chemistry
Why does food taste better when it is
grilled? What molecular compounds are
in a great wine? Discover the delectable
science of your favorite food and drink.

Popular Chemistry
Listen to experts talk about amazing hot
science topics. Learn about the chemistry of rockets, the effect of viruses on
human history, or the molecular nature
of a hangover.
Business and Entrepreneurship
How do ideas go from the laboratory to
the real world? Discover the ins and outs
of the chemical industry, whether you
are looking to start a business or desire
a priceless industry-wide perspective.
Explore the library of ACS webinars at
https://www.acs.org/content/acs/en/acs
-webinars.html. u

Northeastern Section of the
American Chemical Society
(NESACS)
Get Member Benefits
• Join the NESACS community
• Network with local chemists
• Attend monthly meetings
• Gain new skills

Educate and Reach Out
• National Chemistry Week
• STEM Journeys
• Avery Ashdown Exam
• Chemists Celebrate Earth Week

Find Your Niche
• Board of Publications
• Women in Chemistry
• Senior Chemists Committee
• Government Relations
• Membership Committee
• German Exchange Committee
• Northeastern Section Younger
Chemists Committee (NSYCC)
Embrace Science
• Medicinal Chemistry Symposium
• Chemical Biology in the Hub
• Process Chemistry Symposium

Honoring Achievements
• Phyllis A. Brauner Book Award
• Gustavus John Esselen Award
• Arno Heyn Memorial Book Prize
• Henry A. Hill Award
• James Flack Norris Award
• Theodore William Richards
Medal & Teaching
Award

Be Involved
• Attend a NESACS event
• Volunteer for a NESACS committee
• Write an article for The Nucleus
• Join NESACS leadership

www.nesacs.org
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What’s Yours?
Many local employers post positions
on the NESACS job board.

Find yours at
www.nesacs.org/jobs

Seqens North America process research and
chemical manufacturing services from early
development through commercialization.
cGMP Custom API Synthesis

Join
NESACS
on facebook

Medical Grade Polymers
Controlled Substance Manufacturing
Cryogenic API Manufacturing

(978) 462-5555
9 Opportunity Way, Newburyport, MA 01950

www.facebook.com/nesacs

pcisynthesis.com

Your source to career-related links

WWW.NESACS.ORG/CAREERS
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Medfield, MA 02052

March 2
Prof. Michal Szostak (Rutgers)
Cross coupling of amides by N-C activation
BC, 4:00 pm
Prof. Julia Laskin (Purdue)
Rational design of solid interfaces using softlanding of mass-selected ions
UNH, 11:10 am

March 3
Prof. Mingxu You (UMass Amherst)
Imaging cell signaling and mechanics with
nucleic acids
BC, 4:00 pm
Prof. Marilyne Stains (Univ. Virginia)
Unpacking our thinking about teaching in order
to enhance student learning across the
curriculum
Tufts, 12:00 pm

March 4
NONPROFIT ORG.
U.S. POSTAGE PAID
NORTHEASTERN
SECTION
AMERICAN CHEMICAL
SOCIETY

Prof. Sarah Slavoff (Yale)
Dark matter of human genome
Harvard, 3:00 pm
Prof. Gil Goncalves (Univ. Aveiro, Portugal)
Carbon-based polymer nanocomposites with
high-performance for health & the environment
UMass Lowell, 3:30 pm

March 8

Calendar
Check the NESACS home page
for late Calendar additions:
http://www.NESACS.org
Note also the Chemistry Department web
pages for travel directions and updates.

Prof. Laura Kaufman (Columbia Univ.)
Assembly and disassembly in gels and among
cells
Harvard, 12:00 pm

March 9

Prof. Emlily Balskus (Harvard)
Deciphering the human gut microbiota with
chemistry
Tufts, 12:00 pm

March 18
Prof. Gary Wnek (Case Western Univ.)
Intumescent flame-retardant coatings based on
poly(acrylic acid) composition
UMass Lowell, 3:30 pm
Prof. Gabriela S. Schlau-Cohen (MIT)
Harvard, 3:00 pm

March 19
Prof. Beronda Montgomery (Michigan state
Univ.)
Consideration for cultivating equitable
mentoring ecosystems
Tufts, 1:30 pm

March 23
Dr. Renana Gershoni Poranne (ETH)
Breaking it down and building it up:
Characterization of polycyclic aromatic systems
using their subunits
MIT, 10:0 am
Prof. Jennifer Prescher (UCal Irvine)
UNH, 11:10 am

March 24
Prof. Jingyi Fei (Univ. Chicago)
RNA-mediated gene regulation: Action Under
the Light
BC, 4:00 pm
Prof. Ellen Sletten (UCLA)
Tufts, 12:00 pm

Prof. Chenfeng Ke (Dartmouth College)
Supramolecular 3D-printing and elastic porous
organic crystals
UNH, 11:10 am

March 25

March 9-30 (Tuesdays)

March 30

Prof. Boris Kozinsky (Harvard)
Harvard, 3:00 pm

These include:
Boston College

Modern optics and spectroscopy seminar
MIT, 12:00 pm

Prof. Valeria Molinero (Univ. Utah)
UNH, 11:10 am

https://www.bc.edu/content/bcweb/schools/mcas/departments/chemistry/newsand-notes.html#events

March 10

March 31

https://www.brandeis.edu/chemistry/events.html

Prof. Yael David
(Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center)
BC, 4:00 pm
Prof. William Schneider (Univ. Notre Dame)
The catalytic science of making up breaking up
dinitrogen
Tufts, 12:00 pm

Harvard University

March 11

Boston University
https://www.bu.edu/chemistry/seminars/colloqui
um/

Brandeis University
https://chemistry.harvard.edu/calendar/upcoming

MIT
https://chemistry.mit.edu/events/

Tufts University

Prof. Yuriy Roman (MIT)
Harvard, 3:00 pm

https://www.umb.edu/academics/csm/chemistry/
events

UMass Lowell

March 16

UMass Boston

https://www.uml.edu/Science/chemstry/colloqui
a.aspx

University of New Hampshire
https://ceps.unh.edu/chemistry/seminars/spring2021-seminar-series

March 1
Prof. Stefan Grimme
Low-cost Quantum chemistry methods
Brandeis, 4:00 pm

Notices for The Nucleus
Calendar of Seminars should
be sent to: Samurdhi Wijesundera,
Email: samu.amameth@gmail.com u

March 15
Prof. He Dong (Univ. Texas Arlington)
Brandeis, 4:00 pm
Prof. Hosea Nelson (UCLA)
Brandeis, 4:00 pm

https://chem.tufts.edu/seminars.html

Prof. Bart Bartlett (Univ. Michigan)
Harvard/MIT, 4:15 pm
Prof. Monika Raj (Emory Univ.)
Tufts, 12:00 pm u

Prof. Elena Galoppini (Rutgers Univ.)
Dual-linker sensitizers: conformational and
binding effects on interfacial electron transfer
UNH, 11:10 am
Prof. Javid Rzayev (Univ. Buffalo)
MIT, 3:30 pm

March 17
Prof. Juan del Valle (Univ. Notre Dame)
BC, 4:00 pm

Join
NESACS
on facebook
www.facebook.com/nesacs

